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A Number Fun Quick Link Guide for:

White Rose Maths

Click the Video Thumbnail
The hyperlink will take you to this song’s 
page on the Number Fun Portal   
(Note: You will need to log into the Number 
Fun Portal to access each song’s resources.)

Click the Icon Thumbnail to hyperlink to this 
resource in the Number Fun online Shop 

Click the Concept Teaching Video 
Thumbnail to hyperlink directly to the video

Hyperlinks:

Here is a quick reference guide to help you link the White Rose Planning with the Number Fun Resources.   

This document contains hyperlinks to:
Key Number Fun Song Video – the ideal video to help children begin to explore this small step.

Additional Number Fun Links – additional resources to support and extend the learning within this small step.

Check out our Guide to using Number Fun Videos and Portal effectively.  Many Number Fun videos are accompanied by 
Teacher Ideas Packs, designed to provide creative games and activities to support the teaching of each objective.  

For information about all the Number Fun Training, Consultancy and Resources visit: www.numberfun.com.

Year: 

Geometry: Properties of  Shape

Summer Term 2022: 

Block: Weeks: to

https://numberfun.com/shop/
http://numberfunportal.com/
https://numberfunportal.com/using-portal-effectively/
http://www.numberfun.com
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/ey11_the_number_fun_races/
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Year: 

Geometry: Properties of  Shape

Small Steps

Top Number Fun Shop Suggestions

Top Number Fun Warm-Up Suggestions

The Angle Detective is busy 
identifying acute, obtuse and 

right angles.  Can you estimate 
the size of each angle?  Pause 

the video and measure the 
angles using a large protractor.

Take a screen shot of each 
angle that is featured in this 

video.  Challenge your children 
to order the angles.  Define an 

angle as the amount of turn 
between two straight lines at a 

vertex.

All shop suggestions are downloads 
unless highlighted otherwise.

1: Identify angles

2: Compare and order angles

Summer Weeks: to

Pirate Captain Hugh and 
Pirate Captain Bert are hosting 
the awards ceremony for the 
Polygon Properties Picture 

Prize for Piratey Painters.  This 
video explores angles and lines 

found in polygons.

Pirate Captains Hugh and Bert 
are drawing polygons in the 

sand.  Use this video as a PE 
warm up.  Give each child a 
post-it note encourage them 

to use that post-it note as their 
origin.  They then pretend to 

draw polygons with the pirates!

Polygon Property Pictures 
This Polygon Property Pictures 

pack contains display and activity 
resources to support the exploration 

of the different angles and lines 
found in polygons.

See Polygon Properties Picture 
Prize Video

Annette Cube 
Annette Cube is the sportiest cuboid 

you’ve ever met!  She plays 11 
different sports in 11 different outfits.  
Amazingly all 11 sports enable her 
to demonstrate all 11 cube nets!

See Annette the Cube Video

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk52_wheres_polygon/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk57_the_angle_detective/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk57_the_angle_detective/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/uk54_polygon_properties_picture_prize/
https://numberfun.com/product/polygon-property-pictures-download/
https://numberfun.com/product/annette-cube-colour/
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4: Measuring using a protractor (1)

5: Measuring using a protractor (2)

3: Measure angles in degrees

6: Drawing lines and angles accurately

Year: 

Geometry: Properties of  Shape

Summer Weeks: to

360 Degrees provides children 
with a clear definition of an 

angle, plus the properties of the 
following angles: acute, right-
angles, obtuse, straight-line, 

reflex and full-turn. 

Compass Rock is a great video 
for an action starter (encourage 

children to stand and mirror 
the arm actions they see in the 

video).  Pause and reason about  
angles, using the compass points 

as references, as suggested in 
the varied fluency table.

Take a screen shot of each 
angle that is featured in this 

video.  Challenge your children 
this time to measure the acute 

angles.

Take a screen shot of each 
angle that is featured in this 

video.  Challenge your children 
this time to measure the obtuse 

angles.

As part of your introduction, 
revisit this video to remind 

children of the definition of an 
angle and the properties of the 
different types of angles: acute, 
right-angles, obtuse, straight-
line, reflex and full-turn. Use 
the information as the basis 

for your ‘Sometimes, Always, 
Never’ reasoning. 

Polygon Property Pictures 
This Polygon Property Pictures 

pack contains display and activity 
resources to support the exploration 

of the different angles and lines 
found in polygons.  Print out some 

of the pictures, identify and measure 
the acute angles.

Polygon Property Pictures 
This Polygon Property Pictures 

pack contains display and activity 
resources to support the exploration 

of the different angles and lines 
found in polygons.  Print out some 

of the pictures, identify and measure 
the obtuse angles.

Polygon Property Pictures 
Use some of the enclosed pictures 

as a stimulus for your children 
creating their own polygon pictures 
which include specific angles and 

lines.

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/uk51_360_degrees/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk60_compass_rock/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk57_the_angle_detective/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk57_the_angle_detective/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/uk51_360_degrees/
https://numberfun.com/product/polygon-property-pictures-download/
https://numberfun.com/product/polygon-property-pictures-download/
https://numberfun.com/product/polygon-property-pictures-download/
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7: Calculating angles on a straight line

8: Calculating angles around a point

9: Triangles

10: Quadrilaterals

Year: 

Geometry: Properties of  Shape

Summer Weeks: to

Watch Triangle Brothers and 
encourage children to join in the 
actions in the chorus.  Triangle 

Brothers explores the properties 
of the three different types of 

triangles: equilateral, isosceles 
and scalene.  Note: Right-angle 
triangles are either scalene or 

isosceles triangles.

Quad Face is a spaceship that 
takes all the quadrilaterals 

back to the quadrilateral home 
planet Quadium.  Kites and 
Trapeziums have special 
‘eye’ platforms and the 

parallelograms can access the 
‘nose’ platform.  The Quad Face 

image is a powerful tool for 
reasoning about the properties 

and relationships between 
different quadrilaterals.

The Square video explores the 
unique properties of a square.  
It is a polygon, a quadrilateral 
and a parallelogram.  It is also 
a rhombus because it has 4 

identical length sides.  It is also 
a rectangle (literally ‘right-

angle’) because it has 4 right-
angles.

11: Calculating lengths and angles in shapes

12: Regular and irregular polygons

Quad Face is a spaceship that 
takes all the quadrilaterals 

back to the quadrilateral home 
planet Quadium.  Kites and 
Trapeziums have special 
‘eye’ platforms and the 

parallelograms can access 
the ‘nose’ platform.  The Venn 

Diagram referred to in the 
Reasoning notes links directly 

to Quad Face.

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk56_the_square/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk54_quad_face/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk53_triangle_brothers/
https://numberfunportal.com/resources/lk54_quad_face/
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13: Reasoning about 3-D shapes

Year: 

Geometry: Properties of  Shape

Summer Weeks: to

Annette Cube is the sportiest 
cuboid you’ve ever met!  In this 
video Annette plays 11 different 

sports whilst highlighting the 
11 different cube nets.  Use 

the accompanying resource to 
create your own set of ‘Annette 

the Cube’ cubes!

Annette Cube 
Annette Cube is the sportiest cuboid 

you’ve ever met!  She plays 11 
different sports in 11 different outfits.  
Amazingly all 11 sports enable her 
to demonstrate all 11 cube nets!

See Annette the Cube Video

https://numberfunportal.com/resources/uk64_annette_the_cube/
https://numberfun.com/product/annette-cube-colour/

